C-308ASWi

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE, PREMIUM FINISH
The all new C-Series subwoofers take performance and style to a new
level. With a front-firing Cerametallic™ active woofer powered by a BASH
digital hybrid amplifier, the C-308ASWi uses side-firing passive radiators to
optimize output and low frequency extension while mimizing cabinet size.
The hand polished piano gloss finish allows it to live as high end furniture
in any listening environment.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

28Hz - 150Hz +/- 3dB

MAXIMUM ACOUSTIC OUTPUT

110dB @ 35Hz, 1/8 Space, 1m

AMPLIFIER TYPE

BASH® Digital Hybrid

AMPLIFIER POWER

300W Continuous / 600W Peak

MULTIPLE INPUTS FOR ANY SOURCE

ACTIVE DRIVER

Front-Firing 8” (20.3 cm) Cerametallic™

The high powered BASH amplifier features separate RCA line, XLR balanced
line, high level, and high definition wireless (with optional Klipsch WA-3
Wireless Transmitter) which are each independantly controlable in the
Klipsch LowControl App - making a truly customized and fine-tuned
listening experience for any source and any content.

PASSIVE RADIATORS

Dual Side-Firing 8” (20.3 cm) MDF

ENCLOSURE MATERIAL

MDF

ENCLOSURE TYPE

Bass Reflex via Dual Opposed Passive Radiators

INPUTS

Line-Level Dual RCA, Balanced Line-Level XLR, High-Level
Speaker, 2.4gHz Wireless (With Optional WA-3 Transmitter)

HEIGHT

11-13/16” (29.9cm) with feet

WIDTH

11-4/16" (28.5 cm)

DEPTH

11-10/16" (29.5 cm) with grille

WEIGHT

27 lbs (12.2 kg)

FINISH

Hand Polished Piano Gloss Black

BUILT FROM

2018

KLIPSCH LOWCONTROL™ APP
The free Klipsch LowControl™ app for iOS and Android devices puts full
control, customization, and tuning of the C-Series subwoofers right
in the palm of your hand. With 5-band parametric EQ, phase, volume,
input selection control, you can unleash the full power of your C-Series
subwoofer from anywhere in the room.

AUTOMATIC ROOM CORRECTION
Tune the performance of your C-Series subwoofer to your room with the
automatic room correction software included on the Klipsch LowControl™
app. Utilizing the microphone built into your device, the app provides fast and
easy automatic room correction, compensating for any natural nulls or peaks
in the room, for balanced, dynamic low frequencies in any environment.

IP CONTROL
A built-in RJ-45 connector allows for full integration into Control4,
Crestron, Savant, and RTI control systems - meaning the subwoofer can
automatically change input, EQ, gain, and phase settings when you simply
select a new source or activity in your control system, to best match the
source material being played.

WIRELESS COMPATIBILITY
With the optional WA-3 transmitter, the C-Series subwoofers can be placed
anywhere in a room and receive high definition signal via 2.4gHz high
definition wireless transmition. The receiver chip is built right into the
amplifier circuitry, so there is no ugly dongle on the subwoofer - just the
great sound you expect from a Klipsch subwoofer...completely wirelessly.
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